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Soundscripting Session Excerpt: Two Applicable Tasks 
 
Task 1: How would you approach this text using soundscripting? Bold words 
are key words for the lesson.  
 
Review the steps in soundscripting: 1. word stress 2. chunking & stress 3. pacing 4. 
intonation  
 
Sustainability is a global concept which can be summarized with the help of a              
three-pillar model. The model is based on environmental, economic, and social           
pillars. The environmental pillar takes into consideration widespread protection of          
our resources and biodiversity. We should also use our natural resources more            
sparingly. Water is a good example of this.We can use water provided that we do not                
exhaust it. Another thing we should do is look for environmentally friendly            
alternatives in our daily lives. Electric cars illustrate this point clearly because there is              
no fuel involved. The economic pillar encompasses businesses and industries.Buying          
products which are in season in your region can prevent CO2 exhaustion from             
airplanes. The final element of sustainability is the social one and it involves equal              
rights, better education, and prosperity for humanity. However, some companies like           
to pose themselves as environmentally friendly. In reality, they are only exploiting            
consumers who are not well informed about products in general. 
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Task 2: Look at the following structure for an EAP seminar. What words are 
integral to the structure?  
 
Jumpstart: 
What have you noticed about Canadian fashion? If there is one clothing item Canadians 
like to flaunt, it’s red and black flannel. 
 
Introduce Topic (2 points): 
Today’s topic is the new trend of wearing flannel shirts. 
The purpose of this seminar is to examine how this trend has been embraced by 
students in Toronto. 
 
■       The main points of discussion will be 
●       first, what has caused the expansion of this trend; and second, 
●       how to create an approach to use Flannel Fridays to raise money for charitable 
foundations. 
 
Let’s begin with a look at the popularity of flannel. 
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